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Emergency Management and Preparedness Test
1) Briefly describe what to do with a patient in an emergency.

2) Being prepared means being equipped with the proper tools and supplies to survive
an emergency or man made disaster. If false explain.
True
False
3) List 7 (seven) Items that should be inside your emergency to-go bag.

4) Use candles and other flames to produce lighting, to save flashlights and batteries
from draining. If false explain.
True
False

5) Match the symptoms with the illness.
a) High body temp, Headache, Nausea, Confusion
b) Heavy sweating, Cold pale clammy skin, Dizziness
c) Heavy sweating during intense exercise, Muscle pain/spasm
d) Painful red skin, Blisters
e) Red cluster of small blisters (looks like pimples)
-Sunburn
-Heat Stroke
-Heat Cramps
-Heat Exhaustion
-Heat Rash

6) What percent of Thunderstorms are severe?
A 8%
B 12%
C 10%
D 15%
7) In heavy Flooding how many inches of water does it take to sweep away a vehicle?
A 8in
B 10in
C 12in
D 16in
8)

In the event of a flood warning, what should you do?

9)

What are the speeds and damage radius of a Tornado?

10)

List 5 (five) warning signs that might indicate a Landslide.

11) How long does it take for a small fire to become a major fire?
A 30 sec
B 2 min
C 60 sec
D 15 sec
12) How hot is fire at eye-level, while standing?
A 400 degrees
B 700 degrees
C 500 degrees
D 600 degrees

13)

List the 4 (four) things you should do in the event of a Hazardous Materials incident.

14) What are a few signs there has been a chemical attack?

15) In the event of any natural or manmade disaster you need to have a plan. Below
write down a plan for you and your family.

